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Abstract: The Internet is one of the fastest growing areas
of intelligence gathering. The ranking of web page for the Web
search-engine is one of the significant problems at present.
This leads to the important attention to the research commu-
nity. Web Prefetching is used to reduce the access latency
of the Internet. However, if most prefetched Web pages are
not visited by the users in their subsequent accesses, the lim-
ited network bandwidth and server resources will not be used
efficiently and may worsen the access delay problem. There-
fore, it is critical that we have an accurate prediction method
during prefetching. To provide prediction efficiently, we ad-
vance an architecture for predicting in Web Usage Mining sys-
tem and propose a novel approach for classifying user naviga-
tion patterns for predicting users’ requests based on clustering
users browsing behavior knowledge. The Expremental results
show that the approach can improve accuracy, precision, re-
call and Fmeasure of classification in the architecture.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the explosive growth of knowledge available on the World
Wide Web, which lacks an integrated structure or schema, it
becomes much more difficult for users to access relevant infor-
mation efficiently. Meanwhile, the substantial increase in the
number of websites presents a challenging task for webmasters
to organize the contents of the websites to cater to the needs
of users. For decision management, the result of web usage
mining can be used for target advertisement, improving web
design, improving satisfaction of customer, guiding the strategy
decision of the enterprise, and marketing analysis etc.[7][10].

A new technique was proposed by Page and Brin called
PageRank to compute the importance of Web pages. PageRank
[8] determines the significance of Web pages and helps a search
engine to choose high quality pages more efficiently.. The bias
is unfired to the new web pages and thus the search results
will be unreliable. In order to produce a better PageRank, two
biasing features are considered. They are as below :

1. The length of time spent on visiting a page

2. The frequency of the visited page.

Predicting the users’ browsing pattern is one of web usage
mining technique. For this purpose, it is required to recognize
the customers’ browsing behaviors by means of analyzing the
web data or web log files. Predicting the exact user’s next needs

is according to the earlier related activities. There are several
merits to employ the prediction, for example, personalization,
building proper web site, enhancing marketing strategy, pro-
motion, product supply, getting marketing data, forecasting
market trends, and increasing the competitive strength of en-
terprises etc. The clustering will perform classification in the
browsing features using Fuzzy Possibility algorithm for the
purpose of clustering

This paper focuses on Web Usage Mining with the help
of Classification technique. The classification will perform
path recommendation based on users browsing pattern as
knowledge. This paper uses Longest Common Subsequence
(LCS) algorithm for the purpose of classification.

II. RELATED WORK

Recently, several Web Usage Mining systems have been pro-
posed to predicting user’s preference and their navigation
behavior. In the following we review some of the most signifi-
cant Web Usage Mining systems and architecture that can be
compared with our system.

[1] proposed a hierarchical cluster based preprocessing
methodology for Web Usage Mining. In Web Usage Mining
(WUM), web session clustering plays a important function to
categorize web users according to the user click history and
similarity measure. Web session clustering according to Swarm
assists in several manner for the purpose of managing the web
resources efficiently like web personalization, schema modifi-
cation, website alteration and web server performance.

[2] Put forth web usage mining based on fuzzy clustering.
The World Wide Web has turn out to be the default knowl-
edge resource for several fields of endeavor, organizations
require to recognize their customers’ behavior, preferences,
and future requirements, but when users browsing the Web
site,segmentation cluster technique, that segments and clusters
based on the user access path to enhance efficiency.

III. METHODOLOGY

Web mining can be categorized into three categories (as Fig.1)
which are web content mining, web structure mining and web
usage mining.

Several factors influence their interesting, and various factors
has several degree of influence, the more factors Consider, the
more precisely can mirror the user’s Interest.
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Figure 1: Web mining categories

[3] Proposed an approach of multi-path segmentation clus-
tering based on web usage mining. According to the web log of
a university, this paper deals with examining and researching
methods of web log mining; bringing forward a multi-path

IV. ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW

a) Weblog Preprocessing
A web usage mining aims to reformat the original web
logs to identify all web access sessions. The web server
registers all users’ activities of the website as web server
logs. Generally, several pre- processing tasks need to be
done before performing web mining algorithms on the
web server logs. For our work, these including :

1) Data Cleaning

2) Log Identification and

3) Session Identification

These preprocessing tasks are common for all web usage
mining problem.

1) Data Cleaning
Initially, the data cleaning process is carries out. It
removes records with graphics and videos format
such as gif, JPEG, etc. The obtained record consists
of 1150 records in the log file. After the data cleaning
process, which removes graphics and videos format
such as gif, JPEG, etc., 560 records are obtained.

2) Log Identification
There are several types of web logs according to
server setting parameters, but typically the log files
share the same basic information such as client IP
address, user name, request time, requested URL,
date, time, server IP address, client bytes sent, server
bytes sent, server name, service and instance, HTTP
status code etc. The Internet Information Service
(IIS) log file format records the above data. It is
a fixed ASCII text-based format. Because HTTP
system handles the IIS log file format, this format
record HTTP system kernel-mode cache bits.

3) Session Identification
After the data cleaning and log identification, we
perform navigation pattern mining on the derived
user access sessions. As an important operation
of a navigation pattern mining, clustering aims to

group sessions into cluster based on their common
properties.

b) Clustering Algorithm
Forecasting the users’ browsing behaviors is one of web
usage mining issues. Due to the heterogeneity of users’
browsing features, the hierarchical agglomerative cluster-
ing algorithm is used to class users’ browsing behaviors
[9][5][6]. Many different user clusters will be acquired
and seem as cluster view for replacing of the global view.
The fuzzified version of the k-means algorithm is Fuzzy
C- Means (FCM). It is a clustering approach which allows
one piece of data to correspond to two or more clusters.
Dunn in 1973 developed this technique and it was mod-
ified by Bezdek in 1981. The features of both fuzzy and
possibilistic c-means techniques is combined for better
result.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

For evaluating the proposed technique, the database is selected
from reputed educational institution website Dataset. Some
sample browsing patterns are provided to test the web predic-
tion results by using the proposed technique. The accuracy of
suggested pages are compared with FPCM algorithm with to
test the proposed classifier. Figure 3 represents the web page
prediction accuracy by using various patterns suggested by the
users.

Figure 2: Accuracy of Web Page Prediction

Figure 3: Precision of Web Page Prediction
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Figure 4: Recall of Web Page Prediction

Figure 5: Fmeasure of Web Page Prediction
From the figure, it can be observed that the proposed tech-

nique results in better accuracy of prediction when compared
with various FPCM class labels. And the following figures 4,
5 and 6 represents the prediction results based on Precision,
Recall, Fmeasure respectively. Based on these prediction results
rank the webpages efficiently

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper uses Fuzzy Possibility algorithm for clustering. Fi-
nally, the prediction based on the clustering result is performed
by means of using the Hybrid Extreme Learning Machine
(HELM) which has the better capability of better prediction
than other conventional techniques. The experimental result
shows that the proposed technique results in better accuracy,
Precision, Recall and Measure of prediction metrics which
shows the clustering performance Evaluation.
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